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ABSTRACT
Vibrotactile actuation is typically used to deliver buzzing sensations. But if vibrotactile actuation is tightly coupled to users’ actions, it can be used to create much richer haptic experiences. It is not well understood, however, how this coupling should be done or which vibrotactile parameters create which experiences. To investigate how actuation parameters relate to haptic experiences, we built a physical slider with minimal native friction, a vibrotactile actuator and an integrated position sensor. By vibrating the slider as it is moved, we create an experience of texture between the sliding element and its track. We conducted a magnitude estimation experiment to map how granularity, amplitude and timbre relate to the experiences of roughness, adhesiveness, sharpness and bumpiness. We found that amplitude influences the strength of the perceived texture, while variations in granularity and timbre create distinct experiences. Our study underlines the importance of action in haptic perception and suggests strategies for deploying such tightly coupled feedback in everyday devices.
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INTRODUCTION
Active exploration is required if one wishes to understand the texture of an object: When resting a finger on a material, we perceive the material’s basic features, such as cues related to shape and temperature. To understand the texture, we also need to know what it feels like to move one’s finger over it. The relative motion of the fingertip and the surface create vibrations [21] and these vibrations activate sensory receptors in our fingertips [2]. Through them the material comes alive in our hands [4].

In HCI it is becoming more common to apply this insight in the design of vibrotactile feedback, leading to systems that tightly couple vibration to human motion. Such feedback has been used to change the perceived compliance of materials [16,34], emulate mechanically complex systems [41], and simulate contact with different surfaces through a proxy tool [6,31].

While a haptic experience of texture is caused by our body moving relative to a surface or material, it is not clear what characteristics of a material make us experience its texture in a particular way. Consequently it is not clear how to manipulate vibrotactile feedback if one wishes to generate a specific haptic experience. Previous explorations have either used discrete mappings between pulse-trains and motion or pressure [16,34], or attempted to recreate the original sensation as closely as possible by recording the vibrotactile signature of a surface and playing it back [6,31]. However, the first approach is difficult to generalize, as we do not understand how the experience would change if the mapping is changed, while the second approach does not contribute to an understanding of why different types of vibrotactile actuation are experienced in certain ways.

To better understand how the experience of texture can be manipulated by varying parameters of vibrotactile feedback, we conducted a magnitude estimation experiment [33]. The experiment uses haptic feedback that is tightly coupled to user input. To achieve this, we created a slider consisting of a glide-bearing that moves over an anodized aluminum rod. This bearing is augmented with a vibrotactile actuator and a position sensor with high spatial and temporal resolution. As a user moves the slider over the rod, we provide haptic pulses synchronized to the user’s motion. This is experienced as a texture between the slider and its track. In the experiment, we adjusted the parameters with which we generated the vibrotactile feedback, while asking participants to rate their experience of the texture.

We found that bumpiness, roughness, adhesiveness and sharpness all had unique granularity and timbre profiles, which suggests that these parameters can be used to generate qualitatively distinct sensations. The response curve of amplitude displayed different slopes, suggesting that sensations such as bumpiness or roughness benefit from high amplitude vibration more so than adhesion or sharpness. The results also suggest that pulse frequency might play a less important role than expected and that timbre should be further investigated for a better understanding of haptic experience.
RELATED WORK

Our work is about haptic experiences, in particular, the experience of texture. A host of work exists on classifying and mapping such experiences (e.g., [39]). The vocabulary we will use is based on Okamoto et al. [25], who presented a synthesis of dimensions of haptic perception from 18 studies. Okamoto et al. identified three major perceptual dimensions: hard/soft, cold/warm and a texture dimension of rough/smooth. They also suggested that the roughness dimension has micro and macro sub dimensions, and that sticky/slippy could be another possible dimension [25]. We use roughness and bumpy as more colloquial terms for micro and macro roughness, while we use adhesiveness to capture the sticky/slippy dimension. Sharpness was added based on user feedback during a four person pilot study.

We first discuss the role of vibration in setting about such experiences. Then we survey techniques for creating vibrotactile feedback and show how coupling them to user movements help create experiences of haptic textures.

The Role of Vibration in Experiencing Surfaces

To fully experience the haptic qualities of a material, touch alone is insufficient. Resting one’s hand on a material may evoke an impression of temperature or reveal shape features if they are prominent enough to distort the skin, but to feel how hard a material is, one needs to actively press against it; to experience its texture, one must move ones finger relative to the object one is touching [7, 18]. When one moves a finger over a surface, the texture of the fingertip in combination with the texture of the surface produce vibrations [2, 21]. These vibrations are used to infer information about the material we are touching [4, 19].

In The World of Touch, Katz [7] differentiated between the sensation of vibration and that of pressure. He argued that either can occur without the other: When touching an object without moving it, we perceive pressure, but not friction. When letting a pen loosely glide over a piece of canvas we feel the vibration induced by the motion, but not pressure. This vibration is sufficient for us to experience the texture that the pen is gliding over.

This idea is supported by the modern understanding of the physiology of tactile perception: There are four main types of nervous receptors in the skin. Ruffini’s Cylinders and Merkel’s Disks are related to skin deformation and pressure perception. Meissner’s Corpuscles respond to vibration from ~30Hz to ~80Hz while Pacinian Corpuscles react to vibration from ~250Hz to ~350Hz. A large body of studies suggests that perception of textures is linked to vibration at frequencies sensed by the Pacinian system [2, 3, 18, 19, 43]. This suggests that we can create an experience of texture using solely vibrotactile actuation.

Vibrotactile Feedback Technologies

As vibrations are key to the experience of texture, we review technologies for generating vibrotactile feedback. The most common way of doing so is using eccentric rotating mass (ERM) vibration motors. Rumble packs for game controllers were early uses of ERM motors [27]. ERM motors fit into a mobile device but are typically limited to alerting, shaking, and pulsating. In research they appear to be the go-to solution for quick experimentation (e.g., [32]), though the limitations created by the slow speed up times and a coupling of intensity and frequency of the ERM stimulation are well understood [44]: the amplitude and frequency of their actuation cannot be controlled independently.

Piezo actuators have been used to overcome this limitation. While piezo elements are often used for friction reduction in haptic interfaces (e.g., [1, 37]), they can also provide traditional vibration at lower frequencies as well as clicking sensations. Various methods have been suggested for using this to augment displays of mobile devices with additional haptic cues [20, 28, 29]. While piezo elements have high temporal precision, they have relatively small actuation range, and therefore low achievable amplitude.

Vibrotactile feedback can also be created using solenoid-style actuators (also known as voice-coils, tactors, or haptuators). Such actuators work as audio-speakers do: A magnetic core is constrained within a copper coil. The magnet moves proportionally to the amplitude and direction of the electrical signal applied to the coil. Using audio speakers for haptic feedback was first described in 1926 to enable deaf people to ‘feel’ speech [8]. Since then, devices have been improved to minimize sound generation [42]. These devices can be controlled with an audio signal, achieve a higher velocity than piezo actuators, and achieve high temporal precision. Therefore, they have become a popular tool for exploring haptic feedback within the HCI community, for example in papers by Israr and Zhao [44–46], Strohmeier [34] and others [10, 12, 41].

Coupling User Action and Vibrotactile Feedback

As argued above, texture is experienced through movement. Therefore, there has been a growing interest in coupling movements and vibrotactile feedback to create experiences of roughness, compliance, and other dimensions of haptic experiences. Nara et al. [23] demonstrated a ‘slider’ consisting of steel balls on a variable friction surface. Using a friction reduction approach, Nara et al. were able to provide distinct haptic sensations by adjusting the frequency at which they provided bursts of low friction relative to the motion of the user’s finger.

Tactile texture discrimination in robotic applications is typically achieved by moving a probe over a surface and analyzing the frequency and spectral response of the signal [40]. This approach of measuring textures with a moving probe was adopted by Romano and Kuchenbecker who coupled such a recording device to a playback device. The playback device is held by the users and, as it is moved over a flat and smooth surface, provides them with the
sensation of moving the device over one of the pre-recorded materials [6,31].

This link between user action and haptic feedback need not be limited to motion. Kildal [16] explored coupling pulse speeds to pressure exerted on a surface, providing users an experience of compliance. Yao and Hayward [41] coupled pulse speed to the angle at which a rod is tilted, providing an experience of an internal rolling stone. Strohmeier et al. [34] presented a flexible device which couples pulse frequency to changes in the amount by which the device is bent, resulting in an experience of changing material composition.

All work listed above is based upon a common principle: When coupling vibrotactile feedback with user motion, vibration and motion are perceptually combined, leading to a new experience. The vibration is no longer attributed to a vibrating actuator, but rather is felt to be a property of a dynamic system that does not vibrate [23]. Therefore, if one wishes to find parameters of vibrotactile feedback that lead to an experience of texture, these parameters must also be adapted to user motion.

**Open Questions**
The literature suggests that coupling vibrotactile feedback with user motion is promising. However, previous work has either not systematically varied the parameters with which the feedback is generated [34,41], or presented only anecdotal results regarding the mapping of feedback parameters to experiences of texture [23,24]. Kildal conducted a qualitative study of two levels of four parameters (granularity, amplitude, grain-distribution and regularity), demonstrating that they could create a variety of sensations [16]. However his analysis was not designed to link variations in feedback parameters to variations in experience of texture. Kildal stipulates that “Future controlled studies will focus on answering this question.” [16, p.7].

We next describe a simple haptic interface that we use to conduct such an experiment.

**IMPLEMENTATION OF HAPTIC FEEDBACK DEVICE**
We envision vibrotactile feedback coupled to human action to be used for augmenting tangible interfaces with additional dynamic material properties – similarly to how projection is used to augment the appearance of tangible tokens. Ideally we would like to explore such feedback in unconstrained space, using 3D motion tracking. However, for the sake of a controlled experiment and to maximize spatial and temporal sensing resolution, we constrain interaction to moving an object along a straight path.

**Mechanics**
We created a custom slider using a linear glide bearing (length 80mm) with a Frelon GOLD® lining and an anodized aluminum rod (ø 20 mm, length 500mm) as seen in Figure 1. We opted for glide bearings, because they create only negligible vibrations when moved.

![Figure 1 - Slider used for experiment. Participants interact with slider by moving the silver glide bearing. The optical sensor measures the movement and the Haptuator vibrates the device relative to the speed at which the slider is moved.](image)

**Sensing**
We used an optical sensor, harvested from a Logitech M500 mouse. The sensor was placed on the gliding element, so it would move a computer’s cursor as the slider was moved. The update rate of the sensor was measured to be 125Hz and the step resolution was measured to be 0.032mm (note that we disabled mouse acceleration).

**Signal Flow & Vibrotactile Actuation**
We used a BM3C Haptuator by TactileLabs. The haptic feedback was generated as an audio signal based on cursor position, which was sampled at 200Hz using Max/MSP. The audio signal was played back using an external soundcard (UR44 by Steinberg) and a low power, generic audio amplifier connected to the haptic actuator. The delay between onset of motion and haptic actuation was estimated to be around 20ms (4.5ms from the soundcard, 2ms for registering movement, 8ms for updating cursor position from the mouse, and 5ms from Max/MSP operating in overdrive mode).

**Parameters of Vibrotactile Actuation**
Sound is typically produced by a vibrating object that causes longitudinal waves in the air, which we then hear. Because what we hear is directly linked to the vibration of such an object, we can use existing vocabulary that describes sound for describing the vibrations that cause the sound, such as **amplitude** (loudness), **frequency** (pitch), and...

timbre (the quality of a sound, or color – consider the difference in sound between the vowels in ‘eek’ and ‘oh’).

While amplitude and timbre can directly be applied to haptic feedback, frequency cannot be a feedback parameter, as we vary frequency with user input speed. Instead we use granularity as a constant that, multiplied with the motion of the user, results in frequency.

We generate haptic feedback as a series of 64 sample pulses. The frequency with which they occur is based on the user’s action and granularity of the virtual texture:

\[
 f = \text{Granularity} \times \text{User Motion}
\]

User motion is defined as the speed with which the slider is moved. It is measured in cm per second:

\[
\text{User Motion} = \frac{\text{cm}}{\text{seconds}}
\]

Granularity represents the number of features on a surface. We defined it as pulses per cm (p/cm):

\[
\text{Granularity} = \frac{\text{pulses}}{\text{cm}}
\]

The pulse frequency can therefore be expressed both by granularity multiplied by user motion, or for the implementation, as pulses per second:

\[
 f = \frac{\text{pulses}}{\text{cm}} \times \frac{\text{cm}}{\text{seconds}} = \frac{\text{pulses}}{\text{seconds}}
\]

Finally we pass the signal through a bandpass filter to modulate its timbre, allowing us to create sensations which are qualitatively distinct while sharing the same granularity and amplitude.

**EXPERIMENT**

Having established the feedback parameters, we are now interested to investigate how these can be used to create different texture experiences. There are a number of established psychophysical research methods that are used to “derive an understanding of the relation between changes in the physical stimulus and the associates sensation” [15, p.11]. Of those, we chose to use magnitude estimation, in which users estimate the strength of individual stimuli by assigning numbers to them [9,33]. Because this method does not set a predefined maximum or minimum, we felt that it was best suited for an experiment in which the presence of the target experience is not known. The result of this experiment will allow us to create response curves that show how a change in the vibrotactile feedback influences the experience of texture.

To make basic comparisons between the effects of individual parameters and to validate the magnitude estimation experiment we decided to add a second task. Participants were asked to produce the texture experience that they previously evaluated, using the same parameters as in the magnitude estimation task.

---

**Figure 2 – Naïve visualization of vibrotactile parameters.**

As we were interested in potential interaction effects of the haptic feedback parameters, we opted for a factorial design. Based on a pilot study, we chose to compare the effects of 5 levels of granularity, 3 levels of amplitude and 4 levels of timbre on participants’ experience of roughness, bumpiness, adhesiveness and sharpness.

**Experimental Apparatus**

We used the linear slider described in the implementation section. The experimental flow and data-logging were done in Processing. Communication between Processing and Max/MSP was handled by OSC [38].

To ensure that participants base their responses solely on their haptic experience, participants were asked to wear headphones during both tasks of the experiment. The headphones were playing white noise to mask any external sound.

**Independent Variables**

When reasoning about the effects of different feedback parameters, and for choosing appropriate levels, we think of them as shown in the naïve model above (Figure 2).

**Granularity**

We imagined granularity to correspond to individual surface features. When impulses can be distinguished from each other, we expected them to be described as bumps. At higher granularity levels, for which individual pulses cannot be clearly distinguished, we expected users to report an experience of roughness. We expected to find a point at which pulses are generated so rapidly that they cannot be distinguished from each other at all, leading to smooth experiences, potentially influencing the perceived adhesiveness.

The granularity levels we chose were 312.5, 19.53, 4.88, 2.44, 1.22 pulses per cm. The choice was constrained by the sensing resolution of the optical flow sensor used (0.032mm per step). Our particular software implementation also required us to use values sharing a common denominator. Based on the sensing resolution, the highest achievable granularity was 312.5. The other values were chosen based on a geometric series, while still having a distribution that naïvely felt equidistant to the experimenters. We chose to pick geometric series as these reflect our acoustic understanding of frequencies: octaves form a geometric series (e.g., \(A_3 = 220\text{Hz}, A_4 = 440\text{Hz}, A_5 = 880\text{Hz}\)).

**Amplitude**

We expected amplitude to modify the intensity of a given experience, while not having any influence on the type of experience.
Amplitude levels chosen were set in Max/MSP to -9.8db, -6.8db and -3.8db relative to line level. If the amplitude approached line level any closer, there were some timbre and granularity combinations which could make the experimental apparatus vibrate to the extent that the optical flow sensor could detect the vibration. This would lead to a feedback loop causing continuous vibration. The lowest value was chosen so that all combinations would still be clearly perceivable. The medium value was selected halfway between these two (in regards to sound, the perceived amplitude doubles every 6db).

The output from max was set to default, as was the internal volume regulation of the UR44. The output of the UR44 was set to 75% and connected to a 4.5V, 1W preamp set to maximum volume.

**Timbre**

We believed that timbre would have an influence on how clearly impulses can be felt, interacting with how granularity is experienced. We also expected timbre with a high frequency peak to feel sharper than timbre that peaks at low frequencies.

We adjusted the timbre of the pulse train using a band-pass filter. The filter was implemented using the state variable filter object (svf-.) of Max/MSP with the Q set to default. We chose to center the filter on 40, 80, 160 and 320Hz (in the rest of the paper, when we speak of ‘high’ or ‘low’ timbre, we are referring to the center frequency of this filter). These values were chosen as they encompass both the typical response frequencies of Meissner’s Corpuscles (~30 to ~80Hz) as well as the Pacinian system (~250 to 350Hz) and because they are a geometric series.

**Experimental Measures**

The dependent variables were the participant’s estimation of roughness, bumpiness, sharpness and adhesiveness. To ensure that we had a shared understanding of the words chosen to describe these experiences, we discussed them using example objects (Figure 3).

We described *adhesion* as a measure of stickiness which is highest when the slider felt most sticky and is lowest when the slider did not feel sticky or felt slippery. We demonstrated this by the difference felt when moving a finger over the smooth area of a stone, compared to the silicone surface of a bicycle light. We intend it to capture the sticky/slippery dimension described by Okamoto [26].

We described *roughness* as a sensation relating to how coarse a texture is. Roughness is lowest when structures are very close together, as if the slider was moving over very fine sandpaper and higher when structures are larger and further apart, as if moving over coarse sandpaper. We discussed this using the broken edge of the stone in Figure 2 and the smooth side of the stone as examples. Roughness is used to capture the micro-roughness dimension [26].

We described *bumpiness* as the experience that there are distinct shape features on the object, which could be distinguished from others. Low bumpiness is when the slider feels as if it is moving over a flat surface, high bumpiness is when there are a large number of shape features. We again used the stone which had several bumpy features as an example. The comb seen in Figure 3 was used to discuss that as bumps move closer together, they might no longer be experienced as discrete bumps. Bumpiness is expected to capture macro-roughness [26].

We described *sharpness* relating to bumps as an estimate of how pointy a bump is. For experiences of roughness, we described sharpness as ‘the potential of the texture to scratch you’. We used the pointy and blunt sides of the comb as well as sandpaper and canvas as examples. Sharpness was added based on feedback from participants in a pilot study.

**Task 1: Magnitude Estimation**

In this task we investigate how the perception of textures changes when the stimulus changes (e.g., “Does roughness increase with granularity?” or “How does changing the timbre influence how adhesive something is perceived to be?”).

To do so we conducted a fully factorial magnitude estimation experiment based on the design suggested by Stevens [33] as described by Gescheider [9]. For each trial we varied levels of frequency, amplitude or timbre. The measures were the user’s estimation of adhesiveness, roughness bumpiness or sharpness. The measures were blocked and the blocks were counterbalanced between participants. The feedback parameters were randomized for each block.

Participants were read the following text (adapted from Gescheider [9]) and given a written copy, which the experimenter discussed with them sentence by sentence.

“As you move this slider, we will provide you with varying haptic stimuli. Your task is to tell us how strongly you experience (adhesion/roughness/bumpiness/sharpness) by assigning a number to the sensation. Call the first sensation...
any number that seems appropriate to you. Then assign successive numbers in such a way that they reflect your subjective impression. There is no limit to the range of numbers you may use. You may use whole numbers, decimals or fraction. Try to make each number match the intensity with which you perceive the sensation.”

Participants were told not to set a maximum or minimum value before they started the experiment and were instructed to report their initial judgements without dwelling too long on any particular trial.

**Task 2: Haptic Texture Production**
This task investigates how the perception of textures compare to each other (e.g., “Is a high frequency timbre component more important for the experience of sharpness than for the experience of roughness?” or “Does amplitude play an equal role for all experiences investigated?”).

Participants were presented with a digital interface with 3 sliders: A 5-point slider for frequency, a 3-point slider for amplitude and a 4-point slider for timbre, corresponding to the levels of the stimuli experienced in task one. The sliders were not labelled and the participants received no instructions on the effect of moving the sliders. Participants were asked to create the sensation they felt best represented roughness, bumpiness, sharpness or adhesiveness to them. They were not given a time limit. The discrete scales were chosen, so participants would not be able to create experiences of texture which they were not presented with during the magnitude estimation task.

**Experimental Procedure**
Upon signing of consent forms the experimenter discussed the dependent variables with participants as outlined above. Once participants and experimenter felt they had a shared understanding of the experimental measures, the experimental procedure was explained. When the participants felt that they understood the instructions, they conducted a practice experiment with 7 combinations of levels for each measure. This was done to familiarize participants with the device and prevent learning effects.

Task one and two were interwoven. After participants completed a block of task one, they proceeded to create the corresponding experience for task two. Each participant spent approximately 75 minutes on the entire procedure (Figure 4).

**Participants**
We recruited 24 participants of which 10 were female. Participants were between 22 and 79 years old (M 35.8, SD 13.6).

**Data Analysis**
The raw measures (Figure 5, left) of task one (magnitude estimation) were normalized per participant, by dividing each participants data by their highest response (Figure 5, center), as discussed by Jones et al. [15]. A repeated measures multivariate ANOVA was conducted on this normalized data. For descriptive statistics we took the geometric mean for each level of each parameter, as suggested by Gescheider [9, p.239]. For creating visualizations of the data, we translated the individual response scales, based on the difference of participant average from the grand mean average (Figure 5, right), as suggested by Han et al. [11]. For the exact calculation please refer to the spreadsheet provided with the supplementary material, or see Han et al. [11]. Note that we cannot make any claims in terms of magnitude between the responses of individual participants or between the strength of the experiences. What the response curves do show is if and how a change in our haptic feedback parameter (x-axis) led to a change in how participants experienced the texture (y-axis).

The data for task two required no further normalization. We analyzed it using a within-subjects multivariate ANOVA.

All reported statistics use Greenhouse-Geisser correction if the assumption of sphericity is violated. If the Greenhouse-Geisser estimate of sphericity is \( \chi > 0.75 \), Huynh-Feldt correction was used. Post-hoc tests were Bonferroni corrected.

**RESULTS – MAGNITUDE ESTIMATION**
Based on the multivariate ANOVA, we found that manipulating haptic feedback parameters did indeed lead to changes in the experience of texture. We found significant main effects for timbre (\( F_{12, 204} = 8.100, p < .001 \)) amplitude
(F_{8,88} = 6.647, p < .001) and granularity (F_{16,368} = 2.942, p < .001). The way the experience of texture is influenced, differs for each feedback parameter: granularity does not exhibit a clear trend, which is reflected in its low effect size ($\eta^2_p = .113$) while timbre had a larger effect ($\eta^2_p = .323$) that appeared quadratic. Amplitude appeared linear and had the strongest effect size ($\eta^2_p = .377$). We did not find any interaction effects.

To better understand the experiences of texture, we next look at the individual univariate results. Because our main focus is to better understand the experiences of texture, we will report the rest of the results grouped by experience type as visualized in Figure 6.

**Roughness**

In Figure 6 (top left) we see that perceived roughness increased with increasing granularity ($F_{1.905, 43.819} = 6.170, p < .005$). While overall this effect is not particularly strong ($\eta^2_p = .212$), for the lower range of granularity it was experienced much stronger than for higher levels. Below 4.88p/cm the average rating increase per p/cm is 3.46% of the grand mean, while above 4.88p/cm it only increases by 0.04%. This effect is somewhat hidden by the logarithmic scale: please note that the granularity values double with each step on the x-axis.

We expected that as granularity increased, it would eventually be experienced as smooth and that we would see a dip in our response curve (blue, left). While this did indeed happen for some participants, the mean actually slightly increased. We also did not find a significant difference between a granularity of 19.53p/cm and 312.5p/cm. This could mean that we did not test a wide enough range of granularities, or that the timbre levels that were experienced as rough masked the effect of the decreased granularity.

Looking at amplitude, we can see that there is a strong linear effect on perceived roughness ($F_{1.216, 27.976} = 49.357, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .682$). Post hoc analysis revealed that all levels were significantly different from each other (p < .005).

Finally we can see that timbre has a steep rising slope between 40Hz and 80Hz. While for 8 participants the experience of roughness peaked at 80Hz, the grand mean continued to rise by an additional 5.45%, peaking at 160Hz, after which the experience of roughness declines. Timbre had a significant effect ($F_{2.554, 58.743} = 49.063, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .681$) and post hoc analysis revealed that 40Hz and 320Hz were different from 80Hz and 160Hz (p < .005). A contrast confirmed the quadratic nature of the response curve.

**Bumpiness**

While granularity did not have a significant effect on bumpiness (Figure 6, top right), we can see a negative trend. Bumpiness is strongest for granularity levels below 4.88p/cm. The effect of granularity appears non-linear. It drops between 2.44p/cm and 4.88p/cm but otherwise the negative trend appears negligible.

We consider bumpiness to be equivalent to macro-roughness, and as such expected bumpiness to increase where roughness decreases. The response curve of granularity indeed shows an opposite trend to roughness (Pearson’s $r = -0.84$).
Amplitude had a significant effect on perceived bumpiness ($F_{1,185} = 41.567, p < .001$) though the effect size was somewhat lower than for roughness ($\eta^2_p = .644$).

The response curve for timbre peaks at 80Hz and then directly starts to decline. The effect of timbre was significant ($F_{2,235} = 25.006, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .644$) and had a quadratic response curve. Timbre at 80Hz and 160Hz was different from 40Hz and 320Hz ($p < .005$).

Sharpness
Sharpness (Figure 6, bottom left) appears superficially similar to roughness, but there are slight differences which will become more prominent in task two. Low granularity was typically not experienced as sharp; there appears to be a significant positive trend ($F_{2.49} = 7.913, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .256$). Beyond 19.53p/cm this effect is weaker, though for 11 participants the experience of sharpness continued to increase at 312.5p/cm.

Amplitude had a significant effect on sharpness ($F_{1,110} = 17.86, p < .001$) but the effect size is much lower than for roughness and bumpiness ($\eta^2_p = .426$).

The response curves for timbre show that the experience of sharpness declined relatively little between 160Hz and 320Hz (for sharpness the decline is 18% of the grand mean, while for adhesiveness it is 24, for bumpiness it is 32% and for roughness it is 46%). In fact, for 9 participants the experience of sharpness increased between these two values. This suggests that high frequency timbre is most likely to lead to sharp sensations. The overall effect of timbre on sharpness was also significant ($F_{2.164} = 11.903, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .341$). Sharpness again lead to a quadratic response curve, however, it was the only experience for which the timbre level of 320Hz was not significantly different from 80Hz and 160Hz.

Adhesiveness
Looking at all response curves for adhesiveness, there appears to be high agreement. However, many participants reported that they had difficulty rating adhesiveness. Because of this, we suspect that the lower amount of variance simply means that there were very few moments at which users felt adhesiveness strongly enough to give it a confidently high rating (Figure 6, bottom right). We found statistically significant effects of granularity ($F_{4.92} = 4.770, p < .005, \eta^2_p = .172$), amplitude ($F_{2.46} = 32.212, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .583$) and timbre ($F_{3.69} = 15.841, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .408$).

RESULTS – TEXTURE PRODUCTION
In task two the activity of the participants is inversed. The experiences of texture, which so far have been the dependent measures, have now become a single independent variable, and the feedback parameters which previously were independent variables now become the dependent measures. As expected, we found that experience type had a significant effect on how participants used granularity ($F_{3,69} = 2.87, p < .05$), amplitude ($F_{2.15} = 7.618, p < .005$) and timbre ($F_{3.69} = 4.892, p < .05$).

Figure 7 shows the number of participants that chose a particular level of a parameter. Figure 7 – Each square represents a participants’ choice of a parameter when generating a haptic experience. In
general, the results from task two agree with the results of task one.

As expected for roughness (Figure 7, top left), few participants chose low granularity levels. The high number of people who chose 312.4p/cm is also in agreement with our results from task one, but contradicts what we expected. Amplitude confirms the previously observed strong effect, while for timbre most people chose 160Hz (compare to Figure 6, top left).

Bumpiness (Figure 7, top right) shows that most participants favored the low granularity levels, though surprisingly 6 participants chose 312.5p/cm. Amplitude again confirms the previously observed effect, and for timbre most people also chose 80hz, as expected (compare to Figure 6, top right).

For Sharpness (Figure 7, bottom left) more people preferred high granularity. We clearly see that amplitude is less important, as participants distributed their choice comparatively evenly. Most participants chose the highest timbre value, which was expected based on task one (compare to Figure 6, bottom left).

The stand out feature for Adhesion (Figure 7, bottom right) is that participants had split opinions on amplitude. Almost half felt that lower amplitude lead to a stronger experience of adhesion. Granularity and timbre were used somewhat as expected, with participants trending towards higher levels (compare to Figure 6, bottom right).

**DISCUSSION**

The aim of this study was to investigate how actuation parameters relate to haptic experiences. In particular, we have focused on the experiences that can be created from coupling actuation parameters to movement. Next we discuss the main findings on this coupling.

**Actuation parameters and haptic experiences**

We found that amplitude had a very strong effect, but that it was not equally important for all experiences of texture. Contrary to our expectations, we found a much weaker effect of granularity; however, it does appear to play an important role in distinguishing between micro and macro textures. Finally, we introduce the concept of timbre, which has received very little attention in the context of vibrotactile feedback so far. We found that it had a relatively strong effect and that, within the constraints of the sampling points we collected, it had a quadratic response curve. Our data also indicates some interactions between timbre and granularity which were not intuitively obvious to us. We found that the 312.5p/cm level of granularity had surprisingly high levels for roughness and bumpiness in both tasks. We believe that this was caused by timbre overriding the effect of granularity: while neither roughness nor bumpiness had a granularity level which they were uniquely correlated with, bumpiness was clearly associated with a timbre of 80Hz and roughness was clearly associated with 160Hz. We believe that participants who optimized for timbre in the texture production task chose the highest granularity level as this maximizes the effect of timbre. Conversely, when participants experienced texture with high frequencies, the effect of timbre overrode the effect of granularity.

Timbre can also be used to stimulate a participant at a fixed frequency without the experience of vibration: while an object that receives pulses at 160Hz is experienced as vibrating, an object that receives pulses relative to its motion \( f = \text{Granularity} \times \text{User Motion} \) while resonating at 160Hz is not perceived as vibrating. This may provide interesting opportunities for future studies on haptic perception.

The strong effect that timbre had also suggests that there is value in haptic impulses that do not map linearly to user motion. Recent research on haptic perception also suggests that our haptic experience is not linearly related to how fast we move relative to an object [5]. We expect future work to explore alternatives to the linear mappings that have been used so far.

**Methodology and Limitations**

Like other magnitude estimation studies on haptic perception [2,4,13,17], the number of levels of independent variables greatly affect the results that can be obtained. As we were interested in capturing interaction effects, we further constrained our number of levels by choosing a factorial design. As we do not anticipate any of the mappings between feedback parameter and experience of texture to be linear, this provides a clear limitation. The precision of our results for granularity and especially for timbre could have benefitted from more levels.

The combination of magnitude estimation and texture production proved interesting, despite each participant merely producing a single texture per experience. Constraining the participant’s options to the same levels for both tasks allowed us to easily compare them. Using a continuous scale instead would have allowed us to find the true peaks of the different sensations, which we would like to explore in future work. Magnitude production appears particular appealing for exploring the coupling of actuation parameters and movement, because of the extent to which the sensation is produced by the participants themselves.

**Using the Results**

While the experiment contributes directly to an understanding of haptic experiences and action-coupled vibrotactile feedback, there are also a number of potential immediate applications of our results. For example, Valve recently released its SteamVR Tracking Hardware Development Kit (HDK) [14]. This HDK enables augmenting virtual reality experiences with custom objects and controllers, which can be augmented with feedback as we describe it. For example, in a virtual kitchen, you could feel the difference between cutting on wood and cutting on
stone. While playing virtual golf, you might feel the texture of sand or grass as your golf club touches the ground.

The haptic feedback device that we use is similar to those used in high-end mobile devices [47]. When navigating a foreign city, the methods described in this paper could provide directions by subtly changing the ‘feel’ of directions, for example, making moving north feel smoother than moving east or west.

We see this type of haptic feedback as adding to the repertoire of methods available for the design of Tangible Interfaces. From their inception Tangible Interfaces have been augmented with additional modalities, be it projection [35], shape change [30] or dynamic material properties [22]. Our exploration adds a micro-dimension of digital material surface features, with the intent to move the future of HCI one step further away from ‘pictures under glass’ [36].

CONCLUSION
We presented a method of generating vibrotactile feedback relative to the user’s motion. We demonstrated that this method is able to convey the experience of texture when manipulating a tangible object. Our data suggests that roughness and bumpiness can be separated by granularity while sharpness and adhesiveness appear to be experienced when timbre levels are higher. Roughness is also associated with lower timbre than bumpiness, and both roughness and bumpiness are more dependent on amplitude than sharpness and adhesiveness are. This relation between haptic textures and vibrotactile feedback was demonstrated to be consistent both when participants perceived a texture and had to evaluate it, as well as when participants were asked to create a texture. The findings in this paper can be applied in applications using commodity hardware, as tracking technologies and high-end devices with the necessary haptic actuators are becoming more common.
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